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Funding Australian Olympic Athletes 
Executive Overview – RewardBet Sports Funding 

 
Executive Summary 
 
There’s an opportunity for the Australian Sports Commission to align with RewardBet – 

an Australian invented, patented and globally focussed wagering and gambling product 

– to secure the funding of Australian Sports for the future.  

This proposal is vastly superior to a ‘national lottery’ model as it: 

- Provides funding opportunities from all gambling and wagering products: 

lotteries, keno, horse and greyhound racing (real and virtual), sports betting (real 

and virtual), and casino games, 

- Greatly broadens the potential funding customer base, not just targeting lottery 

players who make up a small proportion of gamblers, 

- Provides a product for current and future generations of punters – ensuring the 

funding continues through generational change, 

- Is politically acceptable to all state governments and wagering and gaming 

operators, 

- Provides in-build harm-minimisation (responsible wagering) characteristics, 

- Natively aligns the RewardBet product dynamics with the Gold, Silver, Bronze 

concept – providing positive reinforcement, 

- Is a repeatable model world-wide – meaning that the ASC can benefit from the 

licensing of this concept into other countries (RewardBet is patented in multiple 

countries) – further increasing Australian funding from overseas revenue bases. 
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Introduction 
 
It is apparent that an enhanced funding model for a new generation is required if 
Australian Athletes are to continue to be competive on the world stage. This document 
discusses such a model that in all respects is superior to a ‘national lottery’ approach 
that has worked so well for Britain in recent years. 
 
The gambling industry is a likely candidate to provide this additonal funding but the 
Australian industry is fundamentally very different to the UK establishment and that 
means a better outcome can be achieved with a more robust and innovative model that 
could be repeated globally. 
 
By aligning the additional funding of sport in Australia with a new patented betting 
concept called ‘RewardBet’ there’s the opportunity to extract significant revenue from 
all punters across all verticals – racing, sports, casino, lotteries and keno – and grow the 
revenue base for operators at the same time without the major political and practical 
issues of a ‘national lottery’ across what is a state-based lottery system. 
 
 
RewardBet Explained 
 
RewardBet is a new, patented concept that makes it easier for all punters – across 

racing, sports, casino (eg, Roulette), lotteries and keno – to engage with their betting 

operator through a Bronze – Silver – Gold approach to risk and reward.  

It is the easiest, fastest (World’s fastest) and smartest way to place bets and has been 

proven across millions of bets with Tabcorp subsidiary Luxbet over the last three years.  

It provides all punters with significant advantages, to name a few: 

- Fastest way to place bets, 

- Removes the complexity of betting for new customers, 

- Provides better returns increasing the engagement of punters, 
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- Customisable and personalisation options.  

The concept not only works across all verticals, but also all channels – be it ticket, 

operator, self-service or digital. This greatly enhances potential product reach. 

For an operator it also provides many advantages, such as: 

- Increases turnover and revenue, 

- Attracts and engages new punters,  

- Reduces costs of re-engagement and provisioning of betting channels. 

For the Australian racing industry, it will also become an important cornerstone of 

increased funding and industry viability for the future. 

RewardBet has won awards for innovation and is regarded as the most exciting 

development in wagering and gaming for decades – plus it was invented in Australia. 

 

Issues with a ‘National Lottery’ model 
 
Although successful in the UK, there are significant issues with a national lottery model 

for sports funding in Australia, some of which are: 

- Australian lotteries are state-based and the current license holders (and state-

governments) could object to such a proposal that may detrimentally affect their 

current business and revenue, 

- Lotteries are played by only a certain percentage of the population, 

- Such a lottery would cannibalise existing lottery sales, 

- The UK wagering and gaming market is not directly transferable to Australia 

where there’s higher emphasis on racing, sports and poker machine gambling.  
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‘RewardBet Sports Funding’: A superior solution 

 
As gambling is fundamentally controlled and regulated by the state governments,  a 

solution that can be easily adopted by any gambling operator across all options without 

regulatory or political issues is required. RewardBet achieves that. 

RewardBet also provides significant operational and financial benefits such as: 

- Increases tote turnover by an estimated 25%+, 

- Extracts additional tote commission revenue (10%+), 

- Increases bookmaker yield – racing and sports, 

- Attracts and engages more punters, 

- Reduces operator overheads of re-engagement and provisioning. 

Additionally, RewardBet contains exclusive ‘Wager-safe ™’ features designed to 

promote responsible gambling. 

As it is a patented concept, it can be licensed to wagering operators, and a portion of 

the financial upside would be provided back to Australian Sports for funding. 

 

Why this concept is appealing to operators 
 
Australian operators spend over $100M per year on marketing to acquire and engage 

with new customers. Unfortunately this saturation coverage has damaged their goodwill 

leading to political and social ramifications.  

‘RewardBet Sports Funding’ is an opportunity to: 

- Attract a new generation of customers with a simpler betting experience, 

- Provide a more personalised, exciting and engaging interaction, 
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- Win back consumer goodwill through helping fund Australian Sports, 

- Offer a product that is designed to help the punter, 

- Increase revenue by re-balancing the wagering ecosystem between professional 

and recreational players. 

 
Why this concept is appealing to punters 
 
The provision of ‘RewardBet Sports Funding’ allows punters to: 

- Have the best betting experience possible, 

- The RewardBet concept of Bronze – Silver – Gold complements the aim of the 

program and reinforces the overall strategy of Olympic funding, 

- Know that they are helping Australian Sports, 

- Be able to bet on the wagering or gaming option that appeals to them and 

support our athletes rather than be provided with only one funding option (eg, 

lottery). 

 

How ‘RewardBet Sports Funding’ could be implemented 
 
The Australian Sports Commission would enter into an exclusive agreement with 

RewardBet Pty Ltd to be the sub-licensee of the RewardBet concept in the Australian 

Market. A new vehicle would be created called ASC-RB for example.  

ASC-RB would engage with wagering and gaming operators to implement ‘RewardBet 

Sports Funding’ product into their systems. The patented advantages of RewardBet to 

an operator would make this an easy sell.  
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The wagering and gaming operators would return a percentage of their revenue bet 

through ‘RewardBet Sports Funding’ product the ASC-RB and that would then provide 

the additional funding for the Australian Sports Commission.  

Licensed operators would be able to promote the ‘RewardBet’ concept as an official 

supporter of the Australian Sports Commission (or other relevant office) providing them 

additional marketing goodwill. 

 

Cross-promotion and Industry Support Initiatives 
 
There are a number of parties that will also directly benefit from the ‘RewardBet Sports 

Funding’ implementation that could be used to further promote and support the 

initiative for the benefit of all participants: 

- Racing Industry: Parties such as Racing Victoria, Racing NSW and other state 

bodies will see a significant increase in turnover and hence revenue – supporting 

the racing industry. It would be in their best interests to promote and encourage 

the RewardBet product via their licensed wagering bodies. 

- Media: Operators such as Seven West Media would have an interest in enhancing 

their Spring Carnival coverage by promoting and encouraging race-goers to 

embrace the RewardBet concept. Being such a great experience for punters, it is 

the perfect wagering product to promote and the opportunity to cross-promote 

Olympic coverage and talent is very positive.  

- Sporting Bodies: As RewardBet on Sports betting will increase turnover and 

revenue to sporting bodies (eg, AFL, NRL) it will also be in their interests to align 

and promote the product where possible. 
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Revenue Projections 
 
This model, executed well, will dramatically increase the turnover and engagement of 

punters across many wagering and gaming forms.  

Besides providing a better experience (eg, more returns to Racing punters) – it will also 

engage the new generation of racing and sports bettors providing future funding for the 

racing industry. 

Interestingly, RewardBet across racing reduces the win rate of professional punters, 

meaning there is cross-subsidy to recreational players.  

Current statistics on Australian gambling can be found here: 

http://www.qgso.qld.gov.au/products/reports/aus-gambling-stats/index.php 

As a guide, an agreement at least 2-4% of turnover for activity via RewardBet could be 

achieved across the industry (slightly less for casino). Since RewardBet increases 

turnover and increases revenue as well there is plenty of scope for such a payment 

which will offer significant funding opportunities to the ASC. 

Furthermore, the ASC could benefit from this concept being repeated in other countries 

(as RewardBet is a patented concept) and effectively earn revenue from on-licensing the 

concept around the world – this could provide potentially so much funding to the ASC 

that  it’s not difficult to see Australian athletes being the best funded in the world.  

 

  

http://www.qgso.qld.gov.au/products/reports/aus-gambling-stats/index.php
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Overseas Projections 
 
RewardBet already has world-wide agreements with gaming operators and intense 

interest from many other operators – such as totalizators in Asia and the EU.  

There are seven patents already granted (including Australia, China, Japan, NZ) and 

about 40 countries pending. The opportunity to license the concept under ASC-RB to 

operators across the racing, sports and casino space across the world’s major gaming 

jurisdictions could bring immediate financial benefits as well as enormous on-going 

revenue into the future. 

A commercial-in-confidence discussion about an imminent window of opportunity for 

this tie-up is compelling given the position of both parties. 

 

Timing and Opportunities 
 

This proposal can be implemented immediately (RewardBet concept is already 

commercialised) and revenue would begin flowing immediately. RewardBet is already in 

advanced discussions with many Australian operators  and the ASC-RB model could be 

implemented with any of them almost instantly across one or more channels.  

Furthermore, RewardBet is in discussions (and also a signed world-wide agreement) 

with overseas operators who will also bring revenue into the system very soon.    
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